SUNDERLAND
SUMMER FAMILY
TAKEAWAYS:
PLANTS AND
GARDENS PACK
brought to you by

Suitable for age 4+ with adult support

Welcome to Sunderland Culture’s first family takeaway
pack of the summer, full of activities and ideas to help
you explore green spaces in the city and get creative.
This pack is all about plants and gardens and is intended
for a range of ages and abilities. Younger children may
enjoy the minibeast hunts and butterfly crafts and older
children the zines and drawing activities/makes.
For this pack we have taken inspiration from Sunderland
Museum and Winter Gardens, Mowbray Park and the
museum’s herbarium and minibeast collections.
Staying Safe:
We want everyone using these activities to have lots of fun and stay safe.
We can do this together by:
• Making sure an adult knows where you are at all times and that
younger children are well supervised
• Keeping your distance (2 metres) from other people outside of your
family or two shared households
• Being careful not to touch plants with stings, thorns or itchy sap
• Washing your hands regularly and after touching plants, minibeasts or
soil
• Not catching flying insects (bees, wasps, flies, butterflies) in bug pots
and respecting living things by handling them at little as possible (use
a soft brush to sweep them into pots)
• Collecting one minibeast at a time – they
can eat each other!
• Returning any minibeasts you collect to
where you found them
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PLANT
STORIES
The plants we usually overlook in our parks and green spaces
often have amazing stories and folklore associated with
them. These stories can be traced back hundreds and even
thousands of years as people passed on their knowledge
from one generation to the next. Whether they are used in
traditional medicine, for food or in other ancient rituals, plant
stories are intricately woven into our human history.
Discover the stories of Lady’s Mantle,
Yarrow and Ribwort Plantain and see
if you can find these plants as you
explore your local park or green space.
Botanists (people who study plants)
often take a sketchbook with them
to observe and draw the plants they
see. These are called field notes. Why
not make your own field notes this
summer?
Staying Safe
• Make sure you stay safe and care for nature this summer by:
• Making sure an adult knows where you are at all times and that
younger children are well supervised
• Keeping your distance (2 metres) from other people outside of your
family or two shared households.
• Washing your hands regularly and after touching plants and soil
• Being careful not to touch plants with stings, thorns or itchy sap
• Not picking wild plants and flowers
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Leaves are
round with toothed
edges. There’s a ripple
in the leaf, and the
leaves feel soft and
velvety to the
touch.

Lady’s Mantle
Alchemilla mollis

P

The tiny flowers
of lady’s mantle
are frothy and
acid green.
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You will often
see beads of water on
the leaves of Lady’s
Mantle. The leaves produce
this water themselves.
Alchemists used to collect
this liquid, believing it had
magical properties and
could transform metal
into gold.

Yarrow
Achillea millefolium
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The story
goes that a
centaur gifted this
plant to the ancient Greek
warrior Achilles, to heal his
armies on the battlefields of
Troy. Today, this herb is
still used in skincare to
promote skin
healing.

Sometimes
known as ‘little
feather’, the
feathery leaves are
easy to spot in
the grass.

This plant grows
low to the ground,
but in the summer it
grows upwards and
has a crown of small
white flowers.
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SUMMER FAMILY TAKEAWAYS

Suitable for all ages

Ribwort Plantain
Plantago lanceolata

Long, pointed
leaves grow from a
central point in the
ground. They have
deep ridges all the
way up each leaf.

The leaves of
this plant contain
allantoin, a
compound which
helps skin cells to
grow and heal.

This plant
grows on earth
that has been
squashed, so you
will often find it
on footpaths.
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WE LOVE PLANTS
COLOURING
SHEETS
Here at Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens we are
passionate about plants. Use these colouring sheets to
discover some of our favourite plants that grow in Mowbray
Park and the Winter Gardens. Why not colour them in with
pencils, pens or pastels? For a fun art challenge you could
cut them out and stick them onto a background to make
your own creative plant collage, adding different bugs and
animals that pollinate and feed on the plants.
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Tiny seeds of
Ribwort Plantain were
taken to North America
on the shoes of European
settlers. These plants popped
up everywhere the settlers’
travelled, and so Native
Americans called these
plants ‘white man’s
footsteps’.
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PLANTS FROM THE LAWNS
IN MOWBRAY PARK

Ribwort Plantain
Plantago lanceolata
Plantain has been used
in herbal remedies since
ancient times, to help stop
bleeding and heal bruises.
It could also be called the
first-aid plant!

Common Buttercup
Ranunculus repens
In folklore, holding this
flower under your chin is
supposed to show if you
like butter. The skin under
your chin will glow yellow
if you do!

Daisy 			
Bellis perennis
The name daisy comes
from the Old English ‘days
eye’ because daisy flower
petals always close at
night and re-open during
the day, revealing their
yellow centres.
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White Clover
Trifolium repens
Clover plants usually have
three ‘leaflets’ per leaf but
finding a rare four-leaf
clover is said to bring good
luck. Have you ever spotted
a four-leaf clover?
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TROPICAL PLANTS IN THE
WINTER GARDENS

Edible Passionflower 		
Passiflora edulis
The edible passionflower is
a climbing plant from South
America. It has beautiful flowers
and produces delicious passion
fruits which are used in juices
and desserts. What other tropical
fruits do you know?

Common Screw Pine
Pandanus utilis
This evergreen tree is
from Madagascar. It has
special ‘prop’ roots that
grow from the stem to
the ground to support the
plant in strong winds. The
leaves can be dried and
used to weave mats and
baskets. What else can we
make from plants?

Traveller’s Tree
Ravenala
madagascariensis
This plant is from
Madagascar and is closely
related to banana plants. The
large leaves funnel the water
into the fan-like stems which
can be cut open and drunk
by a thirsty traveller. The
fruits are pollinated by ruffed
lemurs. What other types of
lemur do you know?
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Banana 			
Musa species
Bananas are tropical
plants grown for their
tasty fruits. They have
giant waterproof leaves
that make excellent
umbrellas for monkeys.
Some species of banana
are savoury not sweet,
their fruits are called
plantains. What is your
favourite fruit?
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Suitable for age 4+ with adult support

PLANT POTIONS
HOW TO MAKE YOUR
OWN PLANT-POWERED
SPELL BOOK!

Step 3:
What spell would you like to cast?
Maybe it’s a protection spell, or a
spell that makes broccoli taste like
chocolate! What ingredients does
your potion need?

Step 1:
Step 4:

Fold your spell book. Follow the instructions for ‘How to fold a Zine’ on page 14
using a piece of A4 paper.

How will you prepare your potion?
Will you crush, press, squeeze your
plants? Or make them into a paste or
a tea?

Step 5:
Now we need to think of the magic
words to say to activate our spell!
(Abracadabra is always a good bet!)

Step 2:
Design the cover of your spell book.
Use collage, drawing, or even pressed
plants and flowers to create the front
cover.

Step 6:
Finally, the back page! Why
not use this page to make
a drawing of your potion
ingredients?
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How to fold a zine

Suitable for age 8+

HOW TO FOLD A ZINE
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BIRO SEED
BUNTING
In this activity, we are going to create a seed bunting that
you can hang in your house!
Seeds are very important but also tiny and fragile, and nature has its own
way to keep them safe until they can bring a new plant to life - for example,
some seeds grow in unusually shaped pods or inside very hard shells. We have
found 4 seeds that we thought would be fun to draw whilst looking lovely on
a bunting string: dandelion clock, star anise, sycamore seed and acorn. Here is
some information about each of them.
Dandelions are bright yellow flowers that we can commonly see in meadows
and gardens in England. As the plant grows, the flower turns into a white puff
ball of seeds – yes, the same dandelion clocks we blow to make our wishes
come true! Each seed has a little parachute-like structure that helps them
float in the wind and travel around, sometimes even very far away.
Star anise is a Chinese spice with many health benefits used in Chinese
cooking and medicine. It has a similar taste to liquorice or anise, although
these are completely different plants! The star anise has lots of star-shaped
pods containing the seeds.
Another plant that relies on the wind to spread its seeds around is the
sycamore tree - sycamore seeds come with a big wing that helps them spin
through the air like mini helicopters!
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Acorns are nuts from oak trees. The seed is actually inside the really tough
shell of the acorn and they just drop to the ground when mature, blowing or
most commonly rolling on the ground. Acorns are squirrels’ favourite food!
This activity is inspired by Arts Centre Washington’s new online exhibition
of artworks created by Sunderland Photographic Association. A lot of the
photographs portray flowers, plants or the natural world and there is a
beautiful picture of a dandelion that really caught my eye! You can see the
exhibition here: https://sunderlandculture.org.uk/sunderland-photographicassociation/.

Step 2
Cut the triangle and use a hole punch (if you have one) to make 2 holes at the
top corners – this is where the thread will pass through to link all the triangles
together. If you don’t have a hole punch, you can bend the corners of your
sheet slightly and cut out V shaped sections with your scissors. This will leave a
little diamond shaped hole.

For this activity, you will need:
• Colour and/or white paper • Scissors • Thread • Glue • Felt tip markers
• Crayons or coloured pencils • Pencil • Black biro pen
Part 1: Research
Dedicate some time to find information and images about each of the
seeds above. You can always ask questions to your family and/or look it up
online under adult supervision. Have you discovered other interesting seeds
while carrying out your research? You can always add more triangles to your
bunting and extend its length!

Step 3
Follow these steps again
to prepare 4 triangles.

Part 2: the triangle
Step 1
To make your triangle, pick a white or coloured sheet of A4. Pastel colours
work very well as they allow you to see your drawing more clearly. Use
the sheet in portrait orientation and mark the bottom edge in the middle
(10.5cm). With a pencil, draw two straight lines from the top corners down to
your mark at the bottom – this will be the outline of your triangle.

Part 3: the decoration
Step 1
You can use the examples in this activity or images you have found during
your research as inspiration for your biro seed drawing. Start with a pencil
drawing to make sure you are happy with the shapes and proportions. Then
go over the lines with a black biro pen for a more
graphic look! (You can then use a rubber to carefully
delete your pencil marks.)
Step 2
Add some colour using felt tip markers and/or
crayons. In my example, I drew the dandelion
on a different sheet of paper, then I cut around
the shape and glued it on my triangle for a more
interesting 3D effect. I represented each seed in the
dandelion as a colourful spiral. You can also add bits
of colour in the background using cut outs from
magazines and other materials you have around
the house.
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Suitable for age 4+ with adult support
Step 3
Write the name of the seed in a nice handwriting style or in block capitals.
Once again, remember to use a pencil first, then go over it with a black biro
and finally add colours to it using felt tip pens! If you have lots of magazines
or junk mail in your house, you can cut out letters to create your own funky
writing collage and play around with the position of the letters on the page! I
used letters from a pizza flier in my example below.

MINIBEAST
HUNT
What is a minibeast and why are they
important?

Part 4: the assemblage
Once your decorations are ready, you can assemble your bunting together
using some thick thread – a ribbon or embroidery thread would work
perfectly. First, arrange your triangles in the order you like the best. Then pass
the end of your thread through the first hole on the left and tie a light knot so
the triangles will not slide around. Repeat this until you reach the end of your
bunting. Make sure to leave enough loose thread at the start and end of your
bunting so you can hang it easily!

Minibeasts are also known as invertebrates
(animals without backbones). This is a big
group of animals including insects, spiders,
earthworms and molluscs e.g. snails. They are
all very important as plant pollinators and as a
food source for birds, frogs and hedgehogs in
the garden. The Museum has large collections of
invertebrates which were collected by naturalists to
study in the past.
You can encourage more minibeasts to visit your garden by making bug
hotels, planting native wild-flowers, leaving some areas to grow wild,
building ponds and growing trees.
Equipment
(not essential as you can still enjoy a minibeast hunt without collecting
them)
• Soft brush (needs to be gentle to sweep up minibeasts)
• Bug pot with lid to collect minibeasts (a clean yoghurt pot or glass jar
would do)
• Magnifying glass
• Minibeast spotter guide
• White cloth or sheet (if you gently shake a bush with the white sheet
underneath, bugs will fall onto it and be easier to spot and collect. Get
an adult to help you with this task.)
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Staying Safe
• Always make sure an adult knows where you are and that young
children are supervised.

MINIBEAST SPOTTER GUIDE
Can you spot these minibeasts living in your park or garden?

• Remember some minibeasts can sting, e.g. wasps and bees. These and
other flying insects should never be collected in bug pots. If you are
scared of stinging insects its best to stay still and let them fly away.
• Don’t sweep tiny minibeasts, e.g. greenfly into your pot as it can
damage their bodies and wings. Remember minibeasts are living
things and should be treated with care.
• Only collect one minibeast at a time in your pot. Some minibeasts will
eat each other!

Ant

Daddy Long Legs

Greenfly

Earthworm

Millipede

• Only keep minibeasts in bug pots for a short time.
• Always return minibeasts to where you collected them from.
Going on a Minibeast Hunt
Let’s go on a minibeast hunt in your garden or local park. Good places to
spot minibeasts are the undersides of leaves, on flowers, on the bark of
trees and hiding under small logs and rocks (always replace these after
you have lifted them up for a look).

Bee

Use your minibeast spotter guide on the next page. How many different
minibeasts can you spot? Tick them off as you find them.

Earwig

Shield Bug

Beetle

House Fly

Slug

Butterfly

Caterpillar

Centipede
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Garden Spider

Garden Snail

Wasp

Woodlouse
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Suitable for age 4+ with adult support

PAPER
BUTTERFLIES

Step 1
Gather together the materials
you will need for this activity. They
include sheets of A4 coloured
paper, an HB pencil, scissors,
coloured pens, pipe cleaners and
thread (if you want to make a few
butterflies to join together and
hang up afterwards).

This activity celebrates the summer season and the many
different colours of butterflies that visit flowers in our
parks and gardens.
The Museum has many different butterflies in its natural history
collections, including Birdwing butterflies, one of the largest butterfly
species in the world. Butterflies belong to the order of insects called
Lepitoptera which means ‘scaly winged’ in Greek. A person who studies
butterflies is known as a Lepidopterist!
Step 2
Measure a rectangle shape on the paper using a pencil and ruler. A small
butterfly is 21cm x 10.5cm (the width of A4) and the large one is 28cm x
14cm (slightly shorter than the length of A4). Cut out the rectangle with
scissors.

Step 3
Fold the rectangle in half to make a square. Unfold and cut along the
fold line to get two equal sized squares. Turn the squares around to give
two diamond shapes. Decorate them with patterns using the coloured
pens. You could try spirals or waves, dots or swirls.
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Step 4
Take one of your decorated diamonds and begin folding it into a fan
or concertina. Start at the pointed edge from left to right (or right to
left) and keep going until the whole shape is folded into a fan. Try and
keep the folds quite thin for a better wing effect. Repeat with the other
diamond.

Step 5
Fold one fan in half and press firmly, then release. Repeat for the other
fan. You now have two wings for your butterfly.
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Step 6
Choose a pipe cleaner from your pack for the butterfly body. You can
match the colour of the paper or use an opposite colour for contrast. Use
half a pipe cleaner for the small butterfly (cut in half with scissors) and
a whole one for the big butterfly. Fold the pipe cleaner in half and twist
the joined end around itself a couple of times to make a small loop (this
is the body of your butterfly). For a big butterfly and a full pipe cleaner
you can make two loops for the body.

Step 7
Join your two wings together in the middle as shown. Make sure the
pattern on the wings is facing up. Slide the two pipe cleaner points
around the middle section and twist them together twice to secure
the wings together. You should be left with two short lengths of pipe
cleaner. These are the butterfly’s antennae. If they are long enough you
can curl them at the ends using your finger or wrap them round a pen.
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New takeaway packs will be available every 2 weeks
during the summer holidays and will available to collect
from the Sunderland Museum and Winter Gardens
and other locations in the city on the following dates:
Sunderland by the Sea – from Monday 3 August
Home is Where the Art Is – from Monday 17 August
Castles and Heritage – from Monday 24 August
Step 8
Carefully open up the 4 sections of butterfly wing so you can see the
patterns inside. You can gently press them down flat to help them stay
open. If you enjoyed making the butterfly you can make a few more
using this same method and tie them together using the embroidery
thread in a chain to hang up for display. Enjoy!

To find out more please visit our website
https://sunderlandculture.org.uk/summer-family-programme/
We’d love to see what you make so remember to share your creations
with us via Facebook @SunderlandCulture @sunderlandmuseum
and Twitter @SunCulture@sundmuseum using #SCSummer

Online Arts Award
If you have enjoyed this takeaway pack why not sign up for our
online arts award? You can try creative activities, find out about
different artists, discover new things about Sunderland Culture
venues and share your journey with others. At the end you will
gain an Award and certificate.
To find out more and sign up visit
https://sunderlandculture.org.uk/education/online-arts-award/
Culture Bridge North East is working in partnership with
Sunderland Culture to support the delivery of Discover at Home
Arts Award. This is a fantastic opportunity to keep children and
young people engaged in arts and creativity while they are at
home.
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